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Continuously Expanding hc1 Data Lake

Vast, infinitely scalable data and live insight:

- 5.2 Billion Dx Results
- All 50 States
- 51 Million Individuals
- 3.8 Million Providers

What Our HRM Platform Includes

Built Exclusively for Healthcare

hc1 Information Services

Identify and prioritize where your organization has untapped potential to grow.

hc1 CRM

Combine real-time clinical and business data to confidently take action.

hc1 Analytics

Visualize healthcare data in real-time dashboards for an instant view of performance.
Instant Positivity Rate Heat Map Uncovers Rx and Illicit Drug Use

Positivity rate by county

Positivity rate over time

Positivity by Drug
A Case Study: Indiana’s Scott County, 2014-2018

- In early 2015, rash of new HIV infections
- Linked to intravenous drug use
- All-drug positivity rate shows marked elevation in 2014
- Opioid antagonists (e.g. naloxone) elevated in late 2014

(preliminary results; validation ongoing)
Identify Geographic Movement of Drug Trends

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3
View the Correlation Between Demographics & Drug Usage

Drill down into demographics

Positivity rate by drug over time
Highest positivity rate is in the highest median income counties

~65% Fentanyl users overwhelmingly test positive for two or more additional drugs
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